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“ArchOver’s secured and insured proposition
provides a breath of fresh air in the P2P sector” Investors Chronicle, October 2015
ArchOver’s ‘secured and insured’ proposition for investors was recently
described as a “breath of fresh air in the P2P sector” by the Investors Chronicle,
one of The Financial Times’ stable of highly respected professional magazines.
The author, Jonas Crosland, went on to say: “No investments are risk free, but
the company’s business model goes a long way to meeting and answering the
more immediate risk questions in what remains a young but fast growing
sector.”
Commenting on the article, Angus Dent, CEO of ArchOver, said: “We have put a
lot of time and effort into trying to create an investment proposition that is
both attractive and secure – it is gratifying to see that we are not alone in
believing that we have achieved that balance by one of the UK’s most
established and independent commentators.”
“Lender security is at the heart of everything ArchOver does and the use of
credit insurance to protect out investors against the possibility of default makes
us unique in the market place. Investors must understand the true value of the
security and how easy it is to collect in the case of default.”
“The due diligence processes undertaken by the insurers as well as our own
specialists at ArchOver mean that borrowers have to meet the very highest
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standards. We like to think that has contributed to ArchOver being one of the
fastest growing crowdlending platforms in the UK.”

-----------------------ENDS-----------------------

ArchOver contacts:
Keith Lewis – The Marketing Eye
T: 01825 765617
Angus Dent - ArchOver CEO
T: 0203 021 8100
M: 07881 246 005

Notes to Editors:
ArchOver has pioneered a new approach to maximize the value of crowdlending for both investors
and borrowers. The company was formed by a group of seasoned professionals with substantial
expertise in finance, accounting, company development, management, digital business and
technology.
The ArchOver model allows companies to borrow against the credit worthiness of their clients by
facilitating lending of up to 80% against the companies Accounts Receivable (AR). Credit insurance
and a first floating charge over the AR provide investor security, with the AR maintained and
monitored at 125% loan to value.
ArchOver is part of the Hampden Group of Companies. Hampden is a privately owned group; its key
areas of operation are Lloyd’s members' agency services, insurance company ownership and
management, the provision of administration support services and accounting, audit and tax
consultancy services.
Further details available at: www.hampden.co.uk
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